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HM Says...
Happy Dussehra to All!!

Inside This Issue
We the People & Parent’s Activity
Independence Day

It is our pleasure to present before you the creative works of our students and many
collaborative sessions we had in last two months. We walked through the golden mesh
of festival, pan Varmahalakshmi Puja, Vinayaka Chaturthi, Muharram, Janmashtami,
while students were learning and practising for Midterm and CYCLE 2. We created a
wider window for primary students to participate in the Independence Day and they
really grabbed this opportunity to showcase their talents. We have participated in many
Interschool Competitions during this period and won in few. Our objective remains the
same as larger exposure helps to develop a better learning curve. A sincere thanks to
the management and the Head of the Institution for boosting our motivation and
supporting with necessary infrastructure in multi-layered learning for students. I am
privileged to interact with the parents and students coming from all over India/World
and sharing their experiences and expectations. It definitely widens my learning and
helps in setting inclusive learning objectives and perspectives.

Teacher’s Day
Interschool Competitions
State Level Achievements
CCA – Interhouse Activities
Field Trips
Stay Fit
Art Gallery

Teachers’ sincere contribution in guiding and facilitating make our goals achievable.
We are constantly and continually trying to convey how we teachers and parents
together can groom our young students in a holistic way and bring out the best in them
through different activities and programs like ‘We The People,’ apart from regular
communication. Let us reinforce learning everywhere and watch our students grow with
right skills, timeless values and become responsible human beings. The Newsletter is the
platform where students can be given the experience of publication of their work. We
want them to feel proud and achieved. Let me conclude while walking the path of
mutual respect and trust.
Thank you All!
Mrs. Nina Mukhopadhyay
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HEAD – PRIMARY SEGMENT

Mrs. AshaKiran Puli & Mrs. Chitra Kulkarni
Creative Editor: Mrs. Jennifer Cleetus
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We the People –“Learn through
Observation"

JOY OF TOGETHERNESS….

This signature program of WGS was organized for the students of Grade II
and Grade III on 11th August 2018. The panel discussion was conducted
amongst the parents and teachers to benefit the students by being on
the same page, after sharing experiences from either side. It was guided
by the experienced guest speaker Ms. Malathi Balasubramanian, a
renowned educationist for about 30 years, and was moderated by our
Head of the Institution, Mrs. Sarada Chandrasekaran.
The topic for the discussion was “Learn through Observation: Master the
art of observing”. The objective was how to sharpen, focus and make
children aware of the importance of observation, and how we can
observe our kids and steer them with the right guidance, that is, when to
reinforce and when to give an alternate perspective. This free-flowing
session brought out many insights. A parent rightly explained the
difference between notice and observation.
The discussion ended on the note that we have to be observant and let
children learn through observation while letting them enjoy the freedom
to express their thoughts. It was an amazing session indeed. We were so
happy to see that the panelist parents did research and came up with
very relevant explanations and suggestions. Together with the parents we
wish to incorporate these techniques in students’ lives proactively and not
leave it for chance. Thanks to the expert, parents and teachers for taking
it up and making it a success!

“Parents, Teachers and students
together make the magic of
learning”

Parent Activity - Grade 2
and Grade 3
Families are like branches of a tree. We
believe that we as a team contribute
significantly to boosting each and every
child’s morale at every step of his/her
life. The message conveyed to children
was that they need to remember that
whatever they do, however they do,
and wherever they go, parents will
always be with them to care for and
love them.
The simple, little things we do with our
kids make a big difference. The children
of Grade 2 created a collage on the
theme, “Bind us together – Life Skills in
Happy schooling” with the help of the
instructions given by the parent.
Students also came up with innovative
ideas and presented them on a chart
paper depicting family time, respecting
elders,
bonding
between
family
members, good habits, helping each
other, team work etc. The collages
made by the children were beautiful
and appealing. The children of Grade 3
painted the pots beautifully on the
theme, “Ode to Nature – Heritage on
pots”. The pots were artistically
decorated by the children with
constant
guidance
from
their
enthusiastic parents.
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Coordinators Say...

“A good idea will keep you awake during the
morning; but a great idea will keep you awake
during the night”. – Marylyn Vos Savant.

Independence Day @ WGS
Whitefield Global School celebrated the Independence Day on August
15, 2018 with unprecedented patriotic fervor. The ceremony began with
an impressive march past by the students, presided over by the Chief
Guest of the day, Mr. Dinesh M Gupta, former Director General of
Ordinance factories, the Head of the Institution, Mrs. Sarada
Chandrasekaran, and the HMs of the respective segments. The tricolour
flag was hoisted in the school grounds and the National Anthem echoed
in the entire campus, reminding us of the greatness of our nation. We all
stood up and saluted the tricolour flag.
The Head Girl of the secondary segment of WGS, Bhavana, welcomed
the gathering. The Head of the Institution reminded the students and
teachers of the sacrifices made by our great freedom fighters and made
us take a pledge, that we would serve our motherland to bring it glory
and laurels with our inspiring deeds. The gamut of celebrations and
activities held in the campus consisted of patriotic songs and dance
performances by our students. They expressed their sentiments towards
and aspirations of our country by impersonating Mahatma Gandhiji, Dr
APJ Abdul Kalam, Sarojini Naidu, Ratan Tata and Mary Kom.
On this occasion, ‘Global Ascent’, the 1st Quarterly Newsletter of the
school, was released by the Chief Guest after which he addressed the
gathering. He spoke about the significance of the historic day and urged
the students to become model citizens. The programme was concluded
with the Vote of thanks by the Head girl of the Primary Segment, Riya Ann
Joby. Indeed, it was a day of joy, a day to signify the love and respect
we have towards our country and make it a better place for people to
live in, and experience freedom, peace and unity in diversity.

Teachers’ Day @ WGS

It is with immense pleasure and gratitude to
present you with the second issue of Newsletter for
the academic year 2018-2019.We at WGS are
creating a future full of optimism and enthusiasm, a
future where every endeavour will succeed and
ineptitude and disillusionment will be something of
the past. We are sure that the positive attitude,
hard work, sustained efforts and innovative ideas
exhibited by our young buddies will surely stir the
mind of the readers and take them to the surreal
world of unalloyed joy and pleasure. We have put
in relentless efforts to bring excellence to this
treasure trove. This issue, which takes you to the
journey made by our children through the various
activities and it, puts across some amazing pieces
of writing displaying their creative thinking and
writing skills. The works included in this edition are
extremely simple but will surely provide an
opportunity to peep into a child’s thought process
and his or her axiomatic creative thinking. It is
actually a lovely experience to see these
enthusiastic writers voicing their feelings through
stories, poems, jokes, drawing and sketching.
We are thankful to our visionary Chairman Dr. C
Purna Chandra Rao, our Head of the Institution
Mrs. Sarada Chandrasekaran, and our Head
Mistress Ms. Nina Mukhopadhaya for their constant
support.
Happy Reading!

Regards,
Mrs. Chitra Kulkarni – Primary Co-ordinator
Mrs. Asha Kiran – Upper Primary Co-ordinator

As wonderfully expressed by Maria Montessori, ‘The greatest sign of
success for a teacher…is to be able to say, “The children are now
working as I did not exist.”’
On the occasion of Teachers’ Day (5 th Sep, 2018) a series of events
were organised by the council members and senior students of WGS
keeping fun and entertainment in mind. Treasure hunt was organised for
the entire staff, which was strenuous for the teachers’ but yes, fun. Our
children for sure touched the hearts of their teachers. They encouraged
the ‘Go Green’ concept by gifting a sapling to their mentors as a token
of love.
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Interschool Competitions

Author
With the spirit of competition, the children of the Primary Segment of WGS
participated in many Inter school competitions.
In ‘Hindi Bharat ki Shaan’ organized by JSS Public School, Deepam Dey,
dressed up as Kabir Das, bagged the prize for the best voice modulation.
Children also participated in ‘Pantomime’event of Volksfiesta, conducted
by Deens Academy, and won laurels for the school. The performance on
the theme – ‘Happiness Quotient’ was presented beautifully by the team
consisting of Ekansh Nair, Amogh Vishwesh, Bhavana T, Jaisna, Samhitha,
Gaurika Jain, Harshal, Alvin Ankith, Ankita Ashok and Rohan Jha.
Our children also performed exceptionally well in events like Musical Skit,
Jumble story, Tribal dance and Folk Melodies. The hard work and the
effort made by the children and the teachers was commendable. The
performances of the children were definitely a visual treat to the judges
and the audiences. The children and the teachers put their heart and
soul into all the events. Thanks to all the class teachers for sending the
children for practice and helping them in learning. Last but not the least,
a special thanks to all the parents for their support and encouragement.

Table Tennis
Tournament, State
level Achievement
We are happy to share that Seshaanth
Ramasamy of Grade IV has made us
proud
again
with
his
consistent
achievements in Table Tennis. This time he
has won State level Table Tennis
Tournament held at Belgaum on 26-08-2018
in under 10 category and one more State
Ranking Table Tennis Title on 16-09-2018 in
Bangalore in mini cadet category and this is
his 3rd Title during this year. Way to Go
Seshaanth ….

CCA - Interhouse G.K Quiz and Thematic Story Telling
The Primary segment of WGS organised CCA – Inter House Quiz
Competition for Grade 1 and 2 on 4th September 2018, in the school
auditorium. The event witnessed enthusiastic preparation and
participation. Each team consisted of 4 participants representing Ruby,
Emerald, Topaz and Sapphire houses. The format of the quiz had five
rounds comprising of – Spell B, Guessing the Logo, Mixed Bag, Riddle Time
and Audio Round. The Audio and Riddle Rounds were the most enjoyed
by the participants as well as the audience. The questions put forth were
intriguing, exciting and made the audience applaud excitedly when their
house team answered correctly. It was a visual treat to watch young
minds thinking and answering some of the difficult questions. The quiz for
Grade 1 was won by Topaz House and the Emerald house were the
Runners up. The Grade 2 winners were Topaz House and Runners up were
Ruby House. The idea behind the Inter House Quiz Competition was to
give a platform for students to compete with their peer groups, explore
their knowledge, rely on each other’s strengths and work together as a
team.

Congratulations to you Seshaanth and your
proud parents, from WGS Family!!

“Let us reinforce learning everywhere and watch our students
grow with right skills, timeless values and become responsible
human beings”
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Grade 3, 4 & 5- CCA Thematic Story Telling in
Second Language
WGS Upper Primary section conducted CCA Thematic Story Telling in Second
Language. The language that students learn in the classroom is the tool that they
use to shape their thoughts and ideas. It is more than a way of exchanging
information and extending ideas, it is their means of reaching out and connecting
with other people.
Stories can link not only the world of classroom and home but also the classroom
and other things beyond. Stories provide a common thread that can help unite
cultures and provide a bridge across the cultural gap. Children have innate love for
stories and stories create magic and a sense of wonder in the world. Stories teach us
about life, about ourselves and about others. Storytelling is a unique way for the
students to develop an understanding, respect and appreciation for other cultures,
and can promote a positive attitude to people from different lands, races and
religions.
As a part of the CCA activity, the upper primary students of WGS were encouraged
to present stories in their respective second language. Themes like, 'Love can
overcome all obstacles', and ‘Survival- Nature versus human' was given for the
presentation of their stories. Students enthusiastically took part in the same and
presented their stories not only in Hindi and Kannada but also in French and Sanskrit.

Grade 3,4 & 5 – CCA Inter House Quiz
Whitefield Global School conducted Inter House Quiz Competition for the students
of Grade 3, 4 and 5 on 4th Sep 2018. All the students spiritedly partook in the
conducted quiz competition. Great eagerness and zeal was witnessed not only
among the participants but also among the audience.
The participants came well-prepared for the event and gave a very tough
competition to each other. The ultimate goal of conducting the Quiz competition
was to promote self-learning among the students.
Mind Sport, this is what quizzing is also best known as. Quizzing is not just about GK,
but about connecting the dots, reading between the lines and arriving at a
conclusion.
We focus not only on classroom learning but also in making learning an interesting
experience, in creating student’s interest in the subject and in developing team spirit
among them.

Special Assembly - IInd Language - Primary
"Learning to speak another language means taking one's place in the human
community. It means reaching out to others across cultural and linguistic boundaries. We
at WGS conduct Special assemblies across the school to emphasize on the importance of
each and every language. In the month of August- September we conducted a Sanskrit
and Hindi assembly for Grade 1- 5.
Language is far more than a system to be explained. It is our most important link to the
world around us. Language is culture in motion. It is people interacting with people”.
Language is central to human existence as it is the medium of exchanging meaning and
knowledge. It is through language that all learning takes place; hence it is the main tool
for the cognitive development of a student.
The children hosted the assembly in the respective languages. The Sanskrit assembly was
conducted in a traditional way whereas the Hindi assembly stroked a balance between
its usage in India during the olden days and modern times. The children spoke with
confidence and conviction. It was a pleasure to watch and listen to the children. Thanks
to Sanju maam and the entire team of 2nd Language for training the children and
enabling them to put up a wonderful performance.
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Field Trip to HAL: Grade I-II

Sports Head Boy &Sports Head Girl’s
Message:

Field trips are a way of enhancing classroom
learning by making real world connections. The
trips give students the opportunity to observe a
particular environment that enables first-hand
experience of what they are learning. The
students of Grade 1 and 2 were taken to HAL
Aerospace Museum, India's first aerospace
museum located at Hindustan Aeronautics
Limited premises on 29th August, 2018. In
addition, students achieve a higher level of
critical thinking when they evaluate their own
learning compared with what they get exposed
to, and they are able to modify their knowledge
based on their personal experiences. Field trips
also offer students and teachers the opportunity
to interact outside the classroom, thus enhancing
their bonding with each other and improving
their social and life skills.

We are both honored and proud to
be elected as the Sports Head boy
and the Sports Head girl of the
Primary Wing for the year 2018-19.

The museum houses displays of various aircraft
and helicopters, Aircraft engine models, Flight
simulators, a mock Air Traffic Control Tower and
exhibits of Indian aviation history. The tiny tots
were excited to see various models of planes. The
museum has definitely created curiosity to learn
more about the planes. The audio visual shown in
the museum was very good and self-explanatory
for the children. The overall experience was
entertaining for the children. The trip proved to
be exciting for the children. They were enthralled
to share their experiences. It was a good learning
experience. Thanks to the ground staff of HAL
Museum for their support!

Sports are very important in schools.
We believe that everyone has the
attitude of a champion, and that
game and sports can be played by
everyone. People, who consider a
sport to be their passion, become
natural leaders of the team. We
strive to bring out this passion for
sports in each and every student of
our esteemed school. We will help
everyone do their best at sports,
and we will give them all the
inspiration and encouragement we
have got, because, after all, all one
needs to excel in sports is a little
motivation and inspiration from the
beginning. As sports play an
important role in our life, our school
has conducted the ‘Wings of Fire’
event in which many students from
different schools participated in
sports. We, the Sports Captains, will
give everyone a chance to nurture
their talent in sports.

Field Trip - Grade 3
The Field Trip for students of grade 3 to the “Jawaharlal Nehru Planetarium” on 30th August, 2018
Adithya D, Sports Head Boy (V Air)
was indeed a flight through the universe. The magnificent planetarium building captivated the
students. The students excitedly ran through the Science Park exploring the various exhibits of
Muskan Shree, Sports Head Girl
Astrophysics, reading about our solar system and the Universe at large; trying to understand,
identify the different planets and even learning to recognize constellations. There were a few
other exhibits at the Science Park such as Resonant Swings, Whispering Dishes, a giant Kaleidoscope which enlightened the learners. The
students then proceeded to the SKY Theatre. As the lights dimmed and the journey through the stars began, the excitement among the
students was overwhelming. The skies came alive on the massive dome theatre. The show was extremely informative and provided a good
visual experience as well as factual knowledge of astronomy.

Field trip- Grade 4 and 5
Field trips are important to bridge the gap between education and hands-on experience.
We in Whitefield Global School firmly believe that field trips are vital for the students to understand
and apply education in real life. We are happy to create opportunities for our children to learn
through a wide range of experiences. The students of Grade IV and V were taken on an
educational trip to Visvesvaraya Industrial and Technological Museum, Bangalore (VITM) on 28th
August, 2018.
VITM has 7 permanent exhibition galleries titled Engine Hall, Fun Science, Electro technique, Space –
Emerging Technology in the Service of Mankind, Biotechnological Revolution, BEL Hall of Electronics,
and Children Science. Children were over the moon while actually seeing the details of what they
have learnt in their classroom.
The museum stimulated curiosity, creativity and learning through the hands-on exhibits. The overall
experience was entertaining and educational as well, for our students. The curiosity of our children
was certainly aroused, which we feel is obligatory for the child's lifelong learning. We are sure that
the students' visit to the museum has made their journey of learning more engaging and interesting.
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Global Stay
Ascent
DISNEY
Fit with Mickey and Minnie
programme
Health and fitness are two sides of the same coin means both are
very necessary to live a healthy and happy life. It is the common
understanding which everyone must follow throughout their life for
their wellness and to keep body and mind functioning in balance.
Believe it or not, we can learn to have fun when we exercise.
Children often get bored in following a routine in exercising like their
parents and grandparents but if it is fun filled and involves characters
which attract them, they enjoy exercising
The Stay Fit programme in collaboration with Disney was organised
for Grade 1 to 5 on 18th September 2018. The programme involved
an interactive video which showcased exercising through dancing
which is one of the best ways to stay fit. The video consisted the kids
favourite Disney characters Mickey, Minnie, Donald, Goofy and Pluto
which made them dance, have fun as well as exercise. The children
and the teachers enjoyed exercising and had lots of fun

House Board decoration – “Acceptance and
Gratitude.”
“Creativity is intelligence having fun.”
Our house-mistresses along with the house teachers put in a lot of
effort and come up with a lot of creativity to decorate their house
boards as per the theme of the month. They are marked on the
creativity they present, content on their boards and time
management. These few points help them gain good scores which in
turn add up to their final score. This helps to build a good competitive
spirit among the houses and also brings out the inherent talents in the
children and also boosts their enactment.

Believe it or not, we can learn to
have fun when we exercise….

Score Board
“The game of life is like football.
You have to tackle your problems,
Block your fears, and score your point
When you get an opportunity.”
Here at WGS, all the labour and efforts of our
students are taken care of, from the everyday
assembly hosted by our children to the house
board which is adorned on once-a-month basis by
the house teachers and even the disciplinedecorum in the school premises is taken care by
the hosting house’s selected volunteers and the
elected council members. The houses are marked
every week on the basis of their performance in the
assembly, on the stage; presentation of the month
theme on their respective house boards and
discipline.Last but not the least, performance of our
students in the conducted CCA events also helps
them take away the maximum grades. This open
score board display format helps the students to
develop hale and hearty team spirit and give their
best for all the events that get planned for the year.

Global Ascent
Painting Competition
To bring out the
creativity and the
artistic talents among
students, a painting
competition was
conducted at WGS

